Mask or No Mask? Coffee or No Coffee?  
Navigating the Complicated Maze of Scientific Information
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Upcoming Wiki Education Courses

1. WikiData Courses
   Wikidata is the open data counterpart to Wikipedia, and it's the first stop for most answers when you ask personal assistants like Siri or Alexa a question. Creating and updating the content on Wikidata is important — and learning to query the structured data within Wikidata is a valuable 21st century skill.
   https://wikiedu.org/wikidata/

2. Wikipedia Course: 2020 Election
   Millions of citizens will turn to Wikipedia as they vote this November, so WikiEducation is seeking subject matter experts to improve articles related to local candidates, issues, and races ahead of election time.
   https://wikiedu.org/professional-development/informing-citizens/